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Re ferences: t'enorandum from H. Denton to NPD Division Directort,~
"Developnent of Generic Reconnendations Pased on the
Review of the January 25, 1982 Stean Cencrator Tube
Rupture at r,inna," dated l'ay 3,1982.

The reference menorandun reouests that each NRR Division provide generic
reconnendations relative to the Ginna Stean Generator Tube Rupture event.
As you know, the issue of stean generator tube integrity has been studied
under llSIs A-3, 4, and 5 since about 1978. A draft report on this issue
(NUREG-0844) has been prepared and is currently under nanagenent review.
The principal focus of this study has been directed tward tube degradation
resulting frm various corrosion related nechanisms (e.g., wastage, stress
corrosion cracking and denting). Consequently. the proposed recomendations
developed under U5Is A-3, 4, and 5 are directed toward ninimizing corrosion
induced failure by various nechanisms, and do not consider the failure
rechanisms believed to be responsible for the tube rupture at Cinna (loose
parts and tube stability). DST has not perfomed a detailed evaluation of
the Ginna tube failure.

Our proposed generic reconnendations regarding stean generator tube integrity
are presented in the attached enclosure. Further infomation on these
recommendations is contained in the draf t copy of NUREG-08aa shich vou
previously have reviewed. Vc have included a reconnendation (No. 9) in the
enclosure regarding inprovements in inservice inspection; this is a najor
consideration in NUREG-0844. The new inservice inspection program is
based, in part, on the tolerable number of postulated tube failures that
could occur concurrently with a loss of coolant accident or nain stean
line break. The rethods and assumptions to be used in these accident
analyses to detemine the tolerable number of postulated tube failures
are currently under review by DSI. We will report to you at a later date 4regarding the required licensee analysis following empletion of DSI's
review of the issue. These analyses, coupled with the reconnended y gV
nsgicEToW'proin!MPerqll detemine the nunber of stean generator tubes /
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-to be Inspected in the new program. The new procedure may result 1n
a significant: increase in the number of tubes to be inspected over andE -.

above - that required by R. G.1.83.

J
Stephen H. Hanauer, Ofrector *

Division of Safety Technology
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! MEM. ANDUM FOR: Gus 1.aines, Assistant Director
for Safety Assessment

Division of Licensing

FROM: Stephen H. Hanauer, Director
Division of Safety Technology

\ PROPOSED REC (WiPENDATIONS REGARDING STEAMSUBJECT:
GENERATOR TUBE INTEG91TY

PenoI ndum ficri H. Denton to NP'' Division Directors,References:
"Devel ment of Generic Recomendations Based on the
Review the January 25,19P2 Stean Generator Tube
Rupture a Ginna," dated May 3, 198?.

The reference nemorandun reou sts that each NRR Division provide generic
reconnen6ations relative to th Ginna stean Generator Tube Rupture event.
As you know, the issue of stean enerator tube integrity has been studied
under USIs A-3, 4, and 5 since ab t 1978. A draf t report on this issue
(NUREG-0844) has been prepared and s currently under managenent review.
The principal focus of this study ha been directed toward tube degradation
resulting from various corrosion rela td mechanisms (e.g., wasteage, strek
corrosion cracking and denting). Consehuently, the proposed recommendations
developed under US:s A-1, 4, and S are dhected toward minimizing corrosion
induced failure 'oy various nechanisns, and do not consider the failure
nechanisns believed to be responsible for t. tube rupture at Ginna (loose
parts and tube stability). DST has not perf .ed a detailed evaluation of
the Ginna tube failure.

_

Our proposed generic reconnendations regarding st am generator tube integrity
are presented in the attached enclosure. Further fomation on these
reconnendations is contained in the draft copy of H EG-0844 which you
previously have reviewed. We have not included a re cendation in the
enclosure regarding improvements in inservice inspecti although it is a
na,ior consideration in NUREG-0844 This reconnendation s currently
under review in light of recent analyses perfomed by DSI ich provide
the basis for the proposed inspection schedule. We will r rt to you
on this issue at a later date.

.

Stephtn H. Hencuer Direct r

Division of Safety Technolo<,
,

rnclosure;

As stated '
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a ENCL.0SURE 1

GENERIC RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INTEGRITY

i

The following proposed recommendations are based on the informatiot. Nntained

in NUREG-0844 (draf t). The section references in the recommendations riefer

to that document. '

(1) The recommendations in Section 6.4.4 ! hould be implemented. These

include establishing a secondary water chemistry monitoring and -

control program in accordance with Section 6.4.2 and a condenser

inservice inspection program in 6ccordance with Section 6.4.3. The

secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program should be n

subntitted as license amendments for NRC review and approval. The

condenser inservice inspection program should be submitted by tne

licensee for NRC approval and incorporation in the plant's
_

technical specifications. -

-

(2) The technical specifications for primary to secondary < team generator
;

leakage rate limits for all operating PWRs should be made consistent

with the Standard Technical Specifications unless special, more

limiting conditions have been imposed because of severe degradation.

In this regard, each plant should take appropriate actions to bring

its technical specifications into agreement with the STS.

(3) Eddy-current testing techniques or data evaluation techniques which

are capable of eliminating tube support plate, tube sheet, denting,

or other similar unwanted signal interferences and discrim' :ating .

.

among multiple defects should be used in all steam generator inservice
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inspections. Each PWR plant should submit the eddy-current

testing techniques and evaluation procedures it is using.

(4) For PWRs licensed af ter January 1,1983, upper inspedtion ports
.

as described in Section 5.1.3.1 should be installed before an

operating licen;e is issued.
_

(5) Guidance governing the design, installation, and inspection of

steam generator tube sleeves should be developed by the NRC. .

This guidance should include the criteria delineated in Section

6.2.2 cnd should be addressed in a revision of Regulatery Guide

1.121 or in a new regulatory guide.

(6) Plant Technical Specifications should be revised so that it would-
~

not be possible to avoid the performance of unscheduled ISIS by

shutting down a unit just before a known leak exceeds the technical
,

specification leakage rate limit requiring such an inspection.

P

(7) The staff should perform an expeditious review and recanmended

improvements of utility QA procedures related to secondary-systen

inspection, repair, and maintenance. Also, the effectiveness and

practicality of continuous secondary-side loose-parts monitoring

should be investigated.

(8) The feasibility of secondary-side steam generator ISI should be
,

investigated, and appropriate requirements for such ISIS should

he devel- ~d in modified or new Regulatory Guides and incorporated

in plant technical specifications.

_ - _______ __ __ ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - -_ _ _ _ . --__ __ ..
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(9) Each PWR should develop a revised steam generator inservice

inspection (ISI) program based on the revised ISI criteria
,

specified in Section 5.2.3.1 and the tolerable number of
'

concurrent postulated tube failures. . The supplementhry inspection

requirement in the revised ISI criteria should provide a 0.05;;

probability of accepting a steam generator for continued operation4

with greater than the defined number of tolerable degraded tubes.,

The new inspection program developed by each utility should be

submitted for NRC approval and incorporation in the plant'c

technical specifications,

i' (10) Revised ISI criteria as specified in Section 5.2.3.1 should be

incorporated by the NRC into Regulatory Guide 1.83.
~
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allow passage through the dent restriction or at least 0.235 inch less than.

the originni inside diameter of the tube. Even when the plugging criterion
(see Section 6.0) is set at some larger probe diameter, gauging should be
continued to the lower limit stated above, in order to assure adequate ISI
information. Furthermore, the increment in probe diameters used for gauging

- should not exceed 0.070 inch. This requirement will ensure adequate
sensitivity in the discrete measurement intervals of dent magnitudes.

5.1.3 Secondary Side Inservice Inspections and Loose-Parts Monitoring.

5.1. 3.1 Discussion
_

Eddy-current testing and tube gauging alone are not always sufficient to
monitor and assess the condition of steam generator tubes and secondary-side
steam generator internals. Steam generators are generally equipped with
access ports between the tube sheet and lowest tube support plate. These
ports allow periodic evaluation of sludge pile buildup, sludge . lancing _and
examination of secondary-side degradation.

1 Sludge buildup on the lower tube sheet results from corrosion of secondary-
system components or intrusions into the secondary system. Residual elements

| in the sludge pile have been asscciated with various forms of tube thinning
1 and cracking. In Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering steam generators,

the lower access ports are used periodically to perform sludge lancing to
.

remove sludge remaining from insuf ficient or ineffective blowdown, Sludge
1 lancing is a water-blasting process in which a water jet from a nozzle intro-
1 duced through the access port forces sludge from between the rows of tubes
j into the annulus between the steam generator wrapper and the tube bundle. A-

; second flow of water introduced through the access port een flushes the
~

sludge around the annulus to the access port on the opposite side of the steam
, generator where it is removed by a suction hose.
1

i The lower steam generator access ports are also important in examining and
evaluating secondary side degradation, particularly tube support plate defor-
mation and cracking resulting from denting. Support plate deformation and

1 cracking are monitored by visual and photographic examinations through the
j lower access ports. Since cracking.of the tube support plates can result in
i loss of lateral support for the tubes or loose parts,-it is important to have
g this inspection capability,
1

In addition to inspecting the structural integrity of secondary side steamj generator components, Westinghouse has developed a finite element model used
' '' to define inspection boundaries for gauging and estimating the progression of

t * denting. This model simulates denting by applying a uniform thermal expansion
j to a finite element model of the tube support plate with supports represented
f by the appropriate boundary conditions. .The uniform thermal expansion

, [ simulates the expansion resulting from the formation of magnetite in the
j tube / support plate crevices. Actual field measurements of tube / support plate'

'9 deformation, specifically flow-slot hourglassing and tube-support plate-to-.

h wrapper clearances, are used to confirm the accuracy of the model. Isostraint

f lines predicted by the model and empirically correlated to dent magnitudes are'

% then used to establish tube gauging boundaries. Although this model is
-E somewhat coarse, it has been successful in providing insight and general
y guidance for ins'pecting and evaluating the denting phenomenon.

2.{
^

| 3 5-12
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Steam generators are generally equipped with only the lower inspection ports
3discussed above. Many operating units including Surry Units 1 and 2. Turkey

Point Units 3 and 4, Indian Point Units 2 and 3 Trojan, and Millstone Unit 2
have found it necessary to install ports at an elevation just above the upper
tube support plate. The primary reasons for installing these ports has been
to evaluate and monitor the ef fects of denting ir the upper portion of the
steam generator and to remove tube specimens for examination. However, spec-
imens remoed have included tubes degraded not only by denting but also by *
other modes of degradation. Before extensive hourglassing of the tube supoort
plate flow slots, limited inspection of the upper portion of the steam genera-
tor can be conducted by photographing through the flow slots from the lower
ports. This technique allows for only limited inspection and ports located at
the higher elevation provide a much more ef fective means of inspection.
Furthermore, denting usually affects the lower support plates first and when
the flow slots in the lower plates close up, which has happened in several
operating units, the upper portion of the steam generator secondary side is
inaccessible for inspection.

Recent operating experience has suggested that the need exists for improved
methods for ensuring that no loose parts exist in the secondary system. The

'

October 2, 1979, steam generator tube rupture at Prairie Island was caused by
a loose part in the secondary side of the steam generator. Similarly, the
January 25, 1982, steam generator tube rupture at R.E. Ginna also may have
been the result of a loose part in the secondary side of the steam generator,
although a conclusive study is not complete. Thus, two of the four major
domestic tube ruptures appear to be the result of loose parts on the secondary
side of the steam generator. In adgition, Genkai-1, a Japanese plant, experi-
e'nced a steam generator tube leak (s 0.24 gpm) because of a loose part in the
secondary system on June 10, 1975.

, ,

On the basis of the staff's experience to date, it appears that a significant
I reduction in the frequency of steam generator tube' ruptures could be accom-
'

plished by effective control of loose parts. Methods for accomplishing this
objective include improved QA procedures, secondary-side ISI, and continuous
loose parts monitoring.

Utility QA procedures for secondary-side inspection, maintenance, and repair
should be reviewed and updated to provide increased assurance that loose parts'

will not be introduced into the secondary system during inspection, maintenance,.

and repair-procedures. This effort should also include evaluation of the
Regional Offices' effectiveness in enforcing existing or new QA procedures.
It appears that considerable room for improvement exists in past and current
QA procedures. Periodic secondary-side inspections may also be useful in
controlling loose parts. These inspections could include visual, fiberootic,

| and video examinations through existing steam generator access ports. The
i feasibility and practicality of performing such ISIS during scheduled steam
| generator ISIS should be investigated, and reouirements for such ISIS should

be developed in modified or new Regulatory Gu'. des and incorporated in plant
technical specifications.

l.cose parts can also be introduced into the secondary system through processes .

other than sloppy maintenance or repair procedures. Pieces from cracked -

support plates that may be generated during operation are an example. To

i.
protect against loose parts generated during operation or overlooked in the.

1

5-13
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i QA process, the feasibility of secondary-side loose parts monitoring should be
| investigated. Currently, there are requirements for loose parts monitoring of

'

the primary syr* m only. These requirements are delineated in Regulatory
Guide 1.133, " Loose-Part Detection Program for the Primary System of Light-
Water-Cooled Reactors."

.

Careful evaluation of these online monitoring techniques must be performed to
determine their effectiveness and practicality. Loose parts monitoring may
not be feasible in steam generators, which are an inherently noisy system; how-
ever, the potential benefits from continuous monitoring of the steam generators
for loose parts and vibration is sufficient to 'nerit immediate investigation.
Consequently, the staff should review and recommend improvements in atility
QA procedures, related to secondary-system inspection, repair, and maintenance,
and study the effectiveness and practicality of continuous loose parts moni-
toring of the steam generators. If loose parts monitoring of the secondary
side of *.he steam generator can be shown to be practical and effective, it may
be recommended that each PWR be required to conduct such monitoring.

5.1. 3. 2 Conclusions
1

In general, it is advisable that any piece of mechanical equipment be designed
to facilitate periodic ISI. General Design Criterion 32, " Inspection of
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary" (Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50), requires
that corrponents that are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be
designed to permit periodic inspection,of critical areas to assess their
structural and leaktigit integrity. Access ports located between the tube,

sheet and first tube support plate have proved to be essential and ef fective
for removing sludge and evaluating the integrity of the secondary side of
steam generators. However, with no upper inspection ports, the upper portion'

~~of the steam generator secondary side can only be inspected to a limited,

degree, or not at all. In addition to being a proven necessity in scme units,'

with and without denting, periodic visual inspection of the upper portion of
the steam generator secondary side could hc.ve possibly avoided .he U-bend tube
rupture at the Surry Unit 2 steam generator in 1976. Other unanticipated,

! . modes of degradation could possibly be detected by this type of inspection.,

Installation of #nspection ports in operating steam generators can result in,

L' extended outages and additional exposure of personnel to radiation. Therefore,
for those plants not yet in operation, upper ports should be installed before
the operating licente is issued. These ports should be located 50 that inspec-

q tion of the upper support plate and inner row U-bend tubes can be performed.
i A significant reduction in the f requency of steam generator tube failures
i could be accomplished by the ef fective control of secondary-side loose parts..

j Methods for accomplishing this objective include improved QA procedures,
i secondary-side ISI, and continuous loose parts monitoring.
.

5.2 Inservice Inspection Programs

(!
.: 5.2.1 Current Criteria

.

)]
The current criteria for frequency and scope of inservice inspection of steam
generators are specified in the technical specifications of each operating

+

5-14
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Considering'the small number of tolerable tube failures determined by the
systems analyses presented in this report, Tables 5.2 and 5.3 indicate that on
a statistical basis the current inspection criteria in the STS or RG 1.83 are
not statistically sufficient to ensure the desired level of protection.

Any sampling plan, no matter what its basis, offers some h vel of protectiondefined by its operating characteristics. It is important to know these charaacteristics. To obtain the operating characteristics of the STS or RG 1.83
plan would require an extensive analysis. *

The joint probability distribution
of the number of degraded, pluggable, and defective tubes would have to be
considered and one would need to consider a variety of such distributions.
Tracing the calculations through three stages and compounding the problem with
measurement error yields an intractable problem and no clear picture at the
end, even if all the calculations could be accomplished. In contrast, the
operating characteristics of the one and two-stage sampling plans, such as
those given in the preceding section, can be readily obtained and plans which
offer a specified level of protection can be derived. Furthermore, it can be
shown that very little efficiency in gained by using a three stage rather thana two-stage plan.

5.2.3 Inservice Inspection Criteria

The need to link ISI plans directly to a specifi d level of protection,
provided motivation for considering alternative plans to those given in the
STS cr RG 1.83.

Results of the systems analyses presented in Section 4.0 and the statistical
analysis of ISI plans in Section 5.2 indicate that current ISI requirements
should be revised to provide greater confidence that an intolerable number of
tubes will ncrt fail during a postulated MSLB or LOCA. Section 5.2.3.1 presents
the recommended revised ISI requirements and Section 5.2.3.2 provides the basis
for and a discussion of the proposed requirements. ~

5.2.3.1' Proposed Revised Inservice Inspection Requirements f

A program for inservice inspection of steam generator tubing should be
established and included in the technical specifications of each pressurizedwater reactor. The program should include the following requirements:

(1) Access for Inspection

(a) . Steam generators of pressurized water reactors should be designed to ,

facilitate inspection of all tubes and the secondary side support
structures and internals.

(b) Suf ficient access should be provided to perform these inspections
and to plug tubes as required.

(c) Prejob planning should be undertaken to make provisions for
inspections that ensure that personnel radiation exposure is
maintained as low as is reasonably achievable. '

. 5-21
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(2) Inspection Equipment and Procedures
,

(a) Inservice inspection should include nondestructive examination by
eddy-current testing or equivalent techniques. The equipment should
be capable of locating and identifying stress-corrosion cracks and
tube wall thinning by chemical wastage, mechanical damage, or other-

causes. The equipment or data evaluation technique should be
capable of eliminating interference from tube. support plates, tube ^

sheets, and other extraneous signals.

(b) The inspection equipment should be sensitive enough to detect
imperfections 20% or more through the tube wall.

|

(.c) A suitable eddy-current inspection system could consist of (i) an
internal sensing probe, (ii) a two-or+more-channel eddy-current
tester, (iii) a viewing oscilloscope, (iv) a conventional two-channel
strip chart recorder, and (v) a magnetic tape data recorder.

(d) Examination results and reports should be stored and maintained for
the operating life of the facility.

(e) Standards consisting of similar as-manufactured steam generator
tubing with known imperfections should be used to establish sensi-
tivity and to calibrate the equipment. Where practical, the:,e
standards should include reference flaws that simulate the length,
depth, and shape of actual imperfections that are characteristic of
past experience.

(f) The equipment should be capable of examining the entire le'ngth of,

the tubes.

(g) The equipment used for eddy current testing should be designed so
that operators may be shielded or the equipment may be operated
remotely to limit operator exposure to radiation.

'

(h) Personnel engaged in taking data and interpreting the results of the
eddy-current inspection should be tested and qualified in accordance
with American Society for Nondestructive Testing Standard SNT-TC-IA
and supplements.

(i) The examinations should be performed according to written procedures,
i (3) Baseline Inspection

(a) The full length of all tubes in all steam generators should be,

|. inspected by eddy-current or alternative techniques before service
to establish a baseline condition of the tubing. This inspection
should be performed after the field hydrostatic test and before

. initial power operation using the equipment and techniques expected
'

|,
-

to be used during subsequent inservice inspections.
; ,

(b) For operating plants without an initial baseline inspection, the first ;

inservice inspection performed according to requirements 4 and 5, '

| below, will define the baseline condition for subsequent inspections.
I

1
-

| 5-22
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-(c) Operating plants instituting a major change in their secondary water
chemistry (for example, phosphate to all volatile treatment) should
conduct a baseline inspection before power operation is resumed.

(4) Sarapie Selection and Testing

Selection and testing of steti generator tubes should be made on the
following basis: .

..

'

(a) The preservice inspectica should include the full length of all
tubes in all the steam gcnerators.

(b) For the inspection of operating plants, tubes should be selected on
a random basis except where experience in similar plants with similar
secondary water chemistry indicates critical. areas to be inspected.

(c) All of the steam generators in a given plant should be inspected at
the first-inserv. ice _ inspection. If the results of the first inspec-
t.icn indicate that all steam generators are performing in a like
manner, subsequent inspections may be limited to one or more steam
generators on a rotating schedule. The total number of tubes
inspected must be at,least equal to 3% of the total tubes of the
steam generators in the plant. -If a steam generator is selected for
inspection, then at least 3% of its tubes must be inspected. Each
steam generator in the plant must be inspected at least every
48 calendar months.

^ (o) Every inspection subsequent to the preservice inspection should
include all nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall -

p(netrations (>20%) and should also include tubes in those areas
where experience has indicated potential problems.

(e) Subsets of tubes which are experiencing degradation in well-defined
-areas because of a unique mechanical or structural design may be
idcntified as a special group and treated separately from the

| general tube inspection. In this situation,100% of the identified
tubes should be inspected. No credit will be taxen for this

| inspection in meeting the minimum sanpie size requirements but the
results of the inspection of the_ special group will not be used in.

classifying the results of the general inspection.|
I
i (f) Visual and photographic inspection of the steam generator
o secondary-side support structures and internals whould be performed
) as part of the inservice inspection of each steam generator.

(5) Supplementary Sampling Requirements
,

L
If eddy-current inspection pursuant to requirement 4 indicates that
(a) one or more tubes are defective (have defects exceeding the plugging
limit), (b) 5% or more of the tubes inspected are degraded (have a
previously undetected defect of 20% or greater depth or exhibit greaterI

,

i than 10% further wall penetration), or (c) 1% or more of the tubes are
.

L defective (exceed the plant Technical Specification tube plugging limit), .
,

'

additional inspection should be performed as follows:
I

I
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In each steam generator where the above limits were exceeded,*

r.dditienal tubes should be inspected. The sample size for this
inspection should be based on the limiting number of tolerable tube

( . failures as defined by the systems analyses presented in this report
(if applicable) or in plant-specific analyses approved by the NRC

__ and by using the statistical methods described in Section 5.2.2.1
of this report and detailed in NUREG/CR-1282.

^

- This supplementary inspection may be limited to a partial inspection
,

of each tube, concentrating on tr.ose portions of the tubes where
imperfections were previously found. Furthermore, this supplemen-
tary inspcction may be limited to subsets of tubes if it can be

[ shown frca previous inspection results or from unique structural or
mechanical design tilat the degradation is limited to well-defined
areas of the steam generator tube bundle. 7

'

Notwithstanding any inspection rotation schedule, any additional-

steam generators not yet inspected during the current inspection
should be inspected in accordance with requirement 4.

(6) Gauging Inspections

In the event that tubes will not allow passage of the standard diameter
eddy-current testing probe, sufficient gauging inspection should oe per-
formed to quantify the magnitude and extent of tube denting. The range

' of probe sizes or the range of the instrument used to perform gauging
should have an upper value caual to the diameter of the standard probe
size used fer ECT inspei: tion of the steam generator tubes at the :articu-z .

lar unit. The lower range limit should be small enough to allo'w passage
through the dent restriction or at least 0.235 inch less than the original

- -

inside diameter of the tube. Gauging should be continued to the lowe-_

-

limit stated above, in order to assure adequate ISI information. Further-
more, the increment in probe diameters used for gauging should not exceed -

0.070 inch. Each inspection should include gauging of all tubes in the'-

steam generator which exhibited denting in a previous inspection.

(7) Inspection Intervals

- (a) The first inservice inspection of steam ger.erators should be
. performed after 6 months of effective full power but before

24 calendar months.
-

(b) Subsequent inservice inspection should take place not less than_

12 not more than 24 calendar months af ter the previous inspection._ ,
,

(c) Inspections may be made to coincice with refueling outages or any
,

,

s shutdown for plant repair and maintenance in accordance with the--

; American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel
{. Code, Section XI.

-

(d) Unscheduled inspections should be conductec in the event of-

*

- prinary-to-secondary leaks exceeding technical specifications, plant
- shutdown increasing primary to secondary leak rate (unless the
_

Icakage is through a tube plug), a seismic occurrence greater than
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an operating basis earthquake (NUREG-0571), a loss-of-coolant
accident requiring actuation of engineered safeguards, or a major
steamline or feedwater line break.

(8) Acceptance t.imits .

(a) As used in these requirements:
.

,

(i) Imperfection means an exception to the dimensions, finish, or.

contour required by drawing or specification.
.

(ii) Defect means an imperfection of such severity that the tube is
unacceptable for continued service.

(iii) Plugging limit means that imperfection depth at or beyond which
plugging of the tube must be performed. (The plugging limit
includes allowances for general corrosion and ECT measurement
error.)

(iv) Plugging criteria mean those calculational and analytical
procedures used to arrive at the plugging limit. These
currently may be submitted by a licensee for approval by NRC.

(b) If, in the inspection performed under requirement 4, less than 5% of
the tubes-Inspected are degraded (have previously undetected defects
of 20% or greater depth or exhibit greater than 10% further wall

~ penetration) and no tube has imperfections that exceed the plugging
limit, plant operation may resume.

-

(c) If,'as a result of the inspections performed under requirement 4,
supplemental inspection is required, the situation should be imme-
diately reported to the NRC. Furthermore, the results of the
supplemental inspection should be reported to the NRC before power
operation is resumed. The NRC may require additional inspection.

(d) If abnormal conditions in the secondary side support structures and
internals (for example, support plate deformation or cracking or
tube deformation) are observed, any change from previously reported
conditions shall be reported to the NRC before power operation is'
resumed, and the NRC may require additional inspections.

>

5.2.3.2 Discussion

Requirement 1 of the proposed revised ISI requirements is essentially the same
as Regulatory Position c.1 of RG 1.83. The main difference is in Part a which
has been expanded to require access for inspection of secondary side support-

structures and intervals. This new requirement is included to facilitate the
new Requirement 4 9 which requires visual and photographic inspection of the
secondary side of the steam generators. This requirement primarily allows
inspection for monitoring tube denting and the associated secondary-side- degradation. It is recommended that plants in the CP and Ot. stages install

.

upper inspection ports, as discussed in Section 5.1.3.
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B&W has developed steam generator tube sleeves intended to stiffen the tubes',
thereby reducing dynamic stresses resulting from flow-induced vibration.
These sleeves are not intended to perform as part of the primary coolant
boundary and are not used for repairing degraded tubes. The tube sleeves vary
in length from approximately 1 foot to 1-1/2 feet and are secured inside the
generator tube by an expanded region at each end of the sleeve. One or more
slieves can be installed in a given tube to achieve the desired vibration
characteristics. The tube sleeves were qualified analytically and experi-
e,entally and demonstration programs were approved for the Oconee Units 1, 2

.

and 3 and for Three Mile Island Unit 2.

6.2.2 Conclusions and Requirements

On a limited basis, sleeving is a viable tune repair procedure. Recently, S
_

tube sleeving has b'in used on a much greater scale in the repair of the San
Onofre steam generators. The effectiveness of this repair is being carefully
monitored and will be factored into future NRC actions regarding sleeving
procedures.

There are cu'rrently no regulations governing the design, installation, or
inspection of tube sleeves. Because of the potential benefits and increased
usage of tube sleeves, a set of standards should be developed to ensure
acceptable and uniform tube sleeving design, installation, ano inspection.
These standards could be included in updated versions of existing regulatory 2

guides (Regulatory Guides 1.83 and 1.121) or in a new, separtte regulatory
guide. At a minimum, the standards should include the following:

I. Sleeves Intended To Pepair Defective Tubes

A. Sle. eves should be designed in accordance with ASME Code requirements
to act as the primary pressure boundary, assuming the original
defect has penetrated completely through the wall of the tube. -

B. Criteria for inspection of sleeved tubes should be no less stringent ~

than those of Regulatory Guide 1.89 for unsleeved tubes.

C. Criteria for plugging tubes with degraded sleeves should provide the
same margins of structural and mechanical integrity as those of
Regulatory Guide 1.121 for unsleeved tubes.

'

O. Potential leakage from all installed steam generator tube sleeves "

under normal operation, transient, and postulated accident conditions
should be limited to the rate set in the technical specifications
for normal operation.

E. Potential for wear and/or accelerated corrosion at the joints of
tubes and tube sleeves should be considered in the <1esign and
evaluation of tube sleeves.

II. Tube Stiffening Sleeves

A. Criteria for inspection of sleeved tubes should be no le:s than *

those of Regulatory Guide 1.89 for unsleeved tubes.

1
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B. Potential for wear and/or accelerated corrosion at joints between
tubos and tube sleeves should be considered in the design and

-

evaluation of tube sleeves.
.

Item I.D., above, deserves some discussion. The steam generator leak rate
limits set by the technical specifications are established for normal operating
conditions ano are intended to ensure that under postulated accident conditions.)
offsite dose limits (10 CFR Part 100) will not be exceeded and that steam
generator tubes will not rupture or collapse (see Section 6.3 for further'

discussion).- The systems and environmental analysis presented 'in Sections 4.2
and 4.3 establish the total solerable leak rate under postulated MSLB and LOCA
conditions, with accompanying steam generator tube failures. The contribution
of the primary to secondary lea ( rate limits set by the technical specifications
is negligible under both these postulated accident conditions. However, tube
sleeves are not considered as a leak source in the accident evaluations nor in
the proposed procedures for developing a statistically based inservice inspec-
tion program. Since the tolerable leak rate through the steam generators is
the basis for defining the acceptance criteria in the inservice inspection
program, the potential leakage through the steam generator tube sleeves must '

be limited to a small amount in order not to invalidate the bases of theinspection program. Therefore, it is proposed that the leak rate limit set
for normal operating conditions be applicable to the tube sleeves under all
conditions, including postulated accidents. An alternative approach would be
to conservatively assume the leak rate through the sleeves during postulated
accident conditions and adjust the tolerable number of tube failures and,

inservice inspection criteria accordingly. But this would require modification
of the inspection program as additional sleeves were installed and is henca'

considered impractical,
i

-

6.3 Primary to Secondary Leak Rate limits
_

As stated in the introduction, ISI, preventive tube plugging, and primary to
secondary leakage rate limits act together to ensure integrity of steam

,

generator tubes. Primary to secondary leakage rate limits are essential to
ensuring such integrity and minimizing potential offsite doses.'

6.3.1 Discussion

The technical specifications of each PWR specify limits for the amount of
primary to secondcry leakage through the steam generators. The leakage rate
through the steam generators is continuously monitored by the radiation alarm
of the condenser air ejector. This alarm provides an early indication of a
steam generator tube leak. The air ejectors remove noncondensible gases from
the conder.ser. Therefore, the radicactive gases transported by the RCS liquid,

through the leaking steam generator tube into the secondary system are first '

detected in the discharge from the conderser air ejector. The discharge path
|

is monitored with radiation detectors, and this alarm provides a unique indica-
tion of primary-to secondary system leak. Leakage from steam generator tubes

i

'

can also be quantified by chemical analyses of bulk samples of secondary water
i removed f rom steam generator blowdown, This technique provides a more accurate

-

I quantification of small leak rates and is generally performed routinely when .a
'

steam generator tubn is known to leak.:

.

! i
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# .rease in condensate conductivity of 0.1 to 0.2 mho/cm is considered an-
indication of recirculation-water inleakage.

6.4.2 Secondary Water Chemistry Monitoring Recommendations
,_

In, lieu of technical specification requirements, it has been suggested that a
more effective approach would be to impose license conditions requiring a
secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program containing. appropriate *
procedures and administrative controls.,

An August 1979 generic letter requested PWR licensees to submit within 60 days
a proposed license amendment incorporating a secondary water chemistry moni-
toring program. Responses received to this request have not been satisfactory,
indicating that there are some misinterpretations about the extent of the
requirements requested. The responses, in most cases, did not discuss a
program under conditions other than normal power operation. iany of the
licensees were negative to the license condition, principally regarding NRC's
approval on changes, procedures, limits on parameters established, and
requirements for lice'nsee amendment fees whenever a change was necessary in
the monitoring and control program.

A properly run secondary water chemistry control program should be capable of
detecting of f-chemistry conditions under all modes -of operation. It should be
suf ficiently flexible so that corrections of adjustments in control limits can
be achieved satisfactorily before tube degradation of any significance can
occur between steam generator inspection periods. This capability for the
licensee should be provided without unnecessary delays, inhibition, or prior
approval.

.

Although secandary water cN mistry control specifications have been deleted
from the existing Standard Technical Specifications, this document will still
retain primary to secondary leakage rate limits, steam generator tube surveil-
lance, and plugging criteria to ensure at tube integrity is not reduceds

below an acceptable level for adequati rgins of safety.

The recommended approach for implemen 'ng a secondary water chemistry monitoring
and control program is to require eac ;icensee to make licensing amendments
that-incorporate.an administrative control. Any plant that required changes
to the program and procedures, such as changes to the limits of water chemistry
parameters, or frequency of sampling, would be handled under the terms of-
10 CFR Section 50.59. Normally, this requires that any changes in plant
procedures or operating conditions be submitted to NRC as part of the annual
report

Because of the complexity of the corrosion phenomena involved and the changing
state of the art for steam generator water chemistry control, in the view of
the staff, a license condition would provide assurance that licensees have an
acceptable control. Moreover, allowing any changes to the program or procedures
to be handled under the terms of 10 CFR Section 50.59 will keep NRC informed,
yet allow each licensee the needed flexibility to deal more effectively with
any off-normal conditions under all modes of operation.

*
.

The applicant / licensee should implement a secondary water chemistry monitoring
and control program to inhibit steam generator corrosion and tube degradation.
This program should cover the following operational modes:
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(1) poweroperation(normal) !
i .

(2) startup |
*

(3) hot standby

! (4) hot shutdown

(5) cold shutdown / cold wet layup )
,

I
Each of the above modes of operation shculd be defined regarding percent rated
thermal power and approximate primary coolant temperature range, 'F.

The secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program should include
i the following:

(1) Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical parameters during
each mode of operation and of acceptance control criteria for these para-
meters. The program should include,'as a minimum, the control of pH,
cation conductivity, free hydroxide or sodium, and dissolved oxygen. -

However, other parameters, such as specific conductivity, chlorin 0,
fluorine, suspended solids, silica, total iron, copper, ammonia, and
residual hydrazine, merit consideration.

(2) Identification of the procedures used to measure the value of each of the
critical parameters. Provide the procedure title, the applicant /licenne'-
procedure number, and the basis for using the procedure (that is, t.STM
No.),

-
t

-{3) Concurrence with Branch Technical Position MfEB 5-3, "Honitoring of
Secondary Side Water Chemistry i'i PWR Steam Generators," attached as
Appendix B. - -

(4) Identification of sampling points. The program should consider sampling
the steam generator blowdown, the hot well pump dischar0e, the feedwatir,,

and uomineralizer effluent as a minimum of sampling points.

(5) Procedure for recording and managing data.

(6) Proc 6dures defining corrective action for various out-of-specification
parameters. The procedure should conform to the allowable time outlined
in NUREG-75/087 for correction of "out-of+ spectrum" chemistry.

(7) Identification of (a) the authority responsible for interpreting the.

data, and (b) the sequence and timing of administrative events required
. to initiate corrective action.

(8) Idm tification of major components of the secondary water system and
mater it:1s in contact with secondary watcr coolant.

6.4.3 Condenser Inservice Inspection Program
,

As discussed in Section 6.2.1, secondary water chemistry control is essential
to maintaining ''-- generatur integrity. Many undesirable contaminants enter
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the seconcery system through condenser leaks and condenser integrity isi

essential to maintaining good water chemistry. An inservice inspection
program to provide improved condenser performance should be required of all
plants.

The inservice inspection program should include the following features:'

(1) Access for Inspection. .,.

The condenser shall be designed for personnel access to perform the-

examinations and to repair and maintain the equipment as required.

(2) Examination procedure

(a) fne inteinal surf ac.9 of the condensor tubing on the recirculation
water sice shall be cleaned and free from foulants prior to
examination.

(b) Visual examination shall be performed on both tne steam / condensate
4 side and the recirculation water sido 0? the condenser. Evidence of

abnormal pitting, erosion, and/or corrosion on the interior walls,
structural supports, and condenser tuoing shall be noted and compared
to either the as manufactured appearance or the appearance during
the previous examination.

(c) A hydrostatic te<t shall be performed to identify and locate
through-wall condonscr leakage.

(d) Other leak-detection procedures may be used in lieu of the hydrostatic
tut procedure to determine through-wall tubo leakage between the
steam /cendensate side and the recirculation-water sido of the con-
denser. The applicant / licensee should identify in writing the
leak-detectinn procedure to be used.

(e) Nondestructive enmination by addy-current testing or other equivalent
techniques shall be used to indicate and locate condenser tube
defects resulting from stress-corrosion cracking and tube-wall
thinning resulting from mechanical damage, cheme.al wastage, or
other causes. The examination technique should provide a sensitivity
that will detect penetration of 20% or more of the minimum allowable
as-manufactured tube-wall thickness. No fewer than 3% of the total.

number of condenser tubes should undergo this procedure in the
baseline (preservice) ext.mination.

(3) Baseline (Preservica):nspection

The baseline (preservice) inspection should be performed af ter the field '

hydrostatic test and before initial plant operatiun. The baseline
(preservice) inspection should consist of visual examiration, hydrostatic
test procedure, and random nondestructive examination of 3% of the

: condenser tunes. '

.

In the event defective tubes are found or a degradaticn mechanism is
identified, the nondestructive examination shall be increased from 3% of
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the tubes to all the tubes in the degraded sections of the condenser.
,

Iube leakage will be identified, and the tubo leakert, either repaired or.

;
plugged.o

(4) 1nservice Inspection f

Ihe inservice inspection should consist of visual examination, hydrostatic
test procedures, and random nondestructive examinatjon of 3% of the
condenser tubes. .

,
*

t

A rate of tubo degradation shall be determined by comparing the
as-manatactured tube-wall thickness with the measured tube-wall thickness.
If the tubos in the condenser are manufactured from ammenia-sensitive *

matarials (copper alloys), the random nondestructive examination of 3%
of the condenser tubes shall be increased to 100L

In tne event defective tubes are found or e degradation mechanism is
identified, the nondestructive examination shall be incre'IWdTromToi
the tube to 100% of the tubes in the degraded sections of the condenser.
Iube leakage will be identified, and tube leakers will be repaired of
plugged. r

(S) [nspecti_onInterval
,

Examination proceduros can be n.ade coincident with either refueling
-

outages or any planned shutdown for plant repiir and maintenance.
However, they should be performed at intervals et not less than 12 nor

i

more than 40 calendar months.,
'

. .

(6),,CorrectiveMeasures
.

All tubes found to contain unacceptable t|efects should be iepaired or
plugged. In the event leakage is found in condeoser tubes, those tuber.
that leak will be identified end repaired or plugged. in the event tut,e
degradation'is found an1 the rate of dagradation determined, no corrective
measure need be taken it it is reasunably cxpected that penetration will
not occur before the next inspection, considering accident or unusual
uperating occurrences, such as high pressure flow surges or waterhammers.
On the other hand, degraded condenser tubes should be either repaired or
plugged it penetration is likely to occur before the next inspection.

,

in.,did condenser tube leaks in excess of the limit' established by the
Chemical Engineering Branch be detected during reactor operation, that
section of the condenser containing the leak sh-ll be identified and,

''

remeted from service. i.eaking tubes shall be identified by hydrostatic
or other appropriate !?ak test methods. In addition, 3% of the tubes in

4

that section should be examined by.a nondestructive inspection procedure.
All leaking tubes, or those containing-unacceptable degradation (as
defined earlier) shall be repaired or plugged.

-

6.4.4 Eccommendations and Proposed Beautrements
.'

The resolution of the operational problems of PWR steam .

many-f aceted and requires the ef forts of the desigers, generators isvendors, and operators
|
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of not only the steam generators but'of the entire secondary system. Several
of the following recommendations are design improvements and as such are not
necessarily subject to NRC requirements and control. Some of these recommen- '

dations are based upon incomplete experimental work but represent the staff's
best judgment of the direction for improvement, Again, the staff does not
fino that any single recommended improvement . *11 solve the problem of steam
generator tube degradstion, but taken together the recommendations will increasethe life of the stearn generators, Recommendations and proposed requirements
are divided into the categories of (1) operating plants, (2) plants in the ,

post-construction-permit, pre-operating-license stage, and (3) plants in the
pre construction permit stage.

6.4.4.1 Operating Plants

Steam Generator .

Recommendations:
.

(1) Increase ,frecuency of blosdown. '

s

(2) In recirculating-type steata generators, provide extra acenas and inspection
ports. These ports should be located so that the upper su>. port plate and
inner-row U-bends and the lower suppnrt plate and secondary face of
tubesheet can be inspected.

(3) perform chemical cleaning before exces:ive sludge builds up on tubesheet
and support plate. .

|e-

(4) When chemical cleaning is impractical, provido extensive lancing for !
'

sludge removal.

Proposed Requirement:

Establish a secnndary water chemistry monitoring and control program in
accordance witi. Section 6.4.2.

Cor. dens acs

Prcposed Requirements:

(1) When retuling, use alloys that are not copper based.
,

(2'; .Cevelop a condenser inservice insnection program in accordance with
Section 6.s.3.

Other Comgo,nents

Recommendations:

(1) Install filters at locations downstream of the point where chemicals are
added. *

*
t

(2) Install demineralizers with rigid operating cont.'ois, including ocntrol '

of- resin be/d inleakage to the steam generators.
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(3) Retobe all feedwater heaters with non-copper-base alloys.
,

(4) Provide suitable deaeration equipment downstream of the condenser.

6.4.4.2 Post-Construction-Pormit, Pre-Operating-License Plants

5, team Generator
'"

Recommendations:.

(1) Chemically clean

(a) before startup,

(b) at each refueling period.

(2) Provide increased blowdown capacity and optimal location.

Proposed Requirements:

(1) In recirculating-type steam generators, provide extra access and inspection
ports. These ports should be located so that inspection of the tupport
plant ar.d inner-row U-bends and the lower support plate and secondary
fate of tubesheet can be made.

(2) Provide for identification of tube locations for verification of plugged
._

tubes. (Stamped or otr.hed numbers are normally not adequate for visual
verification because of present.e of deposits.)

.

(3) Provide tube expansion to the full depth of the tubesheet.

(4) Establish a secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program in
accordance with Section 6.4.2.

(5) Provide design mortification against water hammer.

{
(6) Formulate and submit a plan for steam generator / tube oundle replacement.

Condensers .

*

Pecommendation: ,

Retube with non-copper-base alloys.
.

Proposed Requirement.:

Develop a condenser inservice inspection program '.n accordance with
.

Section 6.4.3.
l..
m

a

'

N .

.a

h)
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Other Components *

.

Recommendations:

(1) Install filters at location downstream of the point where chemicals are
added.,

(2) Install dcmineralizer with rigid operating controls. (Design and .

operation should minimize patential for inleakage of risin fines to steam
generator.)-

(3) Retube all feedwater heaters with non-coppor-base alloys.

(4) Provide suitable doaeration equipment after condenser.

6.4.4.3 Pre-Construction-Permit Plants

Steam Generator

Recommendatioris: ~

$
(1) Chemically clean I

(a) before startup,

(b) provide connections to permit chemical cleaning.

(2) Consider using alternate tube materials containing low carbon (that is, '

>0.03%). Use of either incoloy 800 or inconel 690 is suggested. '

(3) Provide increased blowdown capacity and optimized location. -

(4) Provide design modifications to ensure that feedwater is properly
circulated and is not bypassed into the blowdown exit.

(5) Make provisions to provide optimum sludge lancing officiency. (Remove85% or more of deposited sludge if possible.)
.

Prop sed Requirements:

(1) Preassembly--Storo and protect all components received at the , site in a
manner to preclude corrosion.

,

(2) Identification of-tube locations--Provide for identification of tube
.

locations to permit verification of plugged tubes. (Stamped or etched
numbers are sometimes inadequate for visual verification because of
presence of deposits.)

(3) Provide tube expansion to the full de;,th of the tubesheet.

(6) All U-bend tubes with less than i 6-inch bend radius shall be in the
heat-treated and stress relieved condition after installation.

,

,

-

e
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(5) Heat treat all Inconel 600 tubing to minimize its susceptibility to
,

primary-side SCC.

(6) Provide design modifications to eliminate waterhammer.

(7) In recirculating-type steam generators provide extra access and inspection
ports. These corts should be located so that inspection of (e) the upper
support plate and inner row of U-bends and (b) the. lower support plate -

and secondary face of the tubesheet can be made.
,

(8) Establish a secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program in
accordance with S?ction 6.4.2.

(9) Improve containment layout for access, inspection, repair, and replacentent
of steam generator components or replatement of entire steam generator /
tube bundle. Provide suitabit equipment hatch in containment structure
for replacement of steam generator or components.

Condensers
.

Wucommendation:

Iubes shall t'e rolled into grooved or double tubesheets.

Proposed Requirements: '

(1) Preassembly--All components received at the site must be stored and
- protected in a manner to preclude corrosion. ,

(2) Provide isolatable, sectionalized condensers.

(3) Provide condenser tubing of non-copper-base alloys.

(4) Make special provisions to prevent biofouling. -

(5) Develop a condenser inservice inspection program in accordance with
Section 6.4.3.

(6) Previde design modification as necessary to ensure that steam dump and
drain lines are routed to a single manifold, and not into the condenser
shell.

,

Other Comoonents
.

Recommendations:

(1) Install filters at locations af ter chemical addition point.

(2) Install demineralizers with rigid operating controls. (Design must
ensure that resin fines are nat permitted to escape into the steam'

generator.)
,

(3) Provide suitable deaeration equipment downstream of the condenser.

I
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Proposed Requirements:

(1) Preassenbly--All components received at the site must be stored and
.

protected in a manner that precludes corrosion.

(2), Provide feedwater heater tubes of non-copper-base alloys.

6.5 Tube Integrity conclusions and Criteria -

.. .

This se: tion summarizes the conclusions of the tube integrity evaluations
which have been described and recommends requirements and criteria.

6.5.1 Conclusions

(1) Burst and .41 apse pressure relations were shown to exist which are
highly dependent upon exact defect geometry, length as well as depth of
defect being the important parameters. Present regulations, as defined
in U.S. NBC Regulatory Guide 1.21, do not require the measurement or
assessment of defect length in the judgment of a tube's ability to sustain
its pressure boundary intagrity. -

(2) In all cases tested, the collapse of these tubes and the subsequent loss
of pressure integrity occurred at pressures considerabl
could occer under the most crediole accident condition,y higher ti. iLOCA.

(3) Tests showed that the currently used method for steam generator tube ISI
(the single-trequency oddy-current inspection) (a) can measure defects

eineccuratsiy and to a significant degree and (b) can of ten f ail to detect
small-volume defects in straight-section tubes under optimum test

.

conditions.

(4) Ihe analysis of the burst data has led to a set of formulas which clearly
defines the residual strength (margin-to-burst) of defected tubes where
the defect geometries are known.

(5) Because of the large margin of safety built into the choice of steam
generator tube plugging criteria and the inherent toughness of. Inconel 600
material, inspection and plugging criteria are adequate to ensure tube
integrity, as evidenced by the high-burst pressures in tubes where defect
depth measured by eddy current exceeded the plugging depth. 9equirements

' for multiple-frequency or similar ECI techniques would justify this
conclusion in the region of the tube sheet, tube support pla'tes, or other
external interferences.

(6) Dented tubes masked by the tube support plate have adequate margins of
; safety against failure during normal and postulated accident conditions.

(?) Small leak rates are assnciated with stress-corrosion cracks at dented
tube locations 50 that many dented-tube / tube-support plate intersections.
would have to leak during an M5LB or LOCA to violate the allowable leak
rate criteria established in Section 4.0. '

,
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